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Content Index Video: Conditional 9 Select the correct response. See these examples to see how zero, first, and second conditions are used. If you freeze the water, it becomes stiff. If it rains tomorrow, I'il take the car. If I lived closer to the cinema, I'd walk more often. Try this exercise to test your grammar. Grammar Test 1 Conditional 1: Grammar Test 1
Read the explanation to learn more. Grammar explanation Conditionally describe the result of a particular condition. If the clause tells you the condition (If you study hard) and the basic clause tells you the result (you will pass your exams). The order of the clauses does not change the meaning. If you study hard, they'il pass their exams. They'il pass their
exams if you study hard. Conditional sentences are often divided into different types. Zero conditional We use zero conditional to talk about things that are usually true, especially laws and rules. If I drink a lot of coffee, I can't sleep at night. The ice melts if you heat it up. When the sun goes down, it gets dark. The structure is: if /when + presentation simple
&gt;&gt; present simply. First conditionally We use the first conditionally when talking about future situations that we believe are real or possible. If it doesn't rain tomorrow, we'il go to the beach. Arsenal will be at the top of the league if they win. When I get the job done, I'il call you. In the first conditional sentences, the structure is usually: if/when + presentation
of simple &gt;&gt; will + infinitive. It is also customary to use this structure with, unless, for so long, immediately or instead of if. I'il leave as soon as the babysitter arrives. I don't want to stay in London unless I get a well-paid job. I'il give you a key in case I'm not home. You can go to the party until you get back by midnight. The second conditional conditional
is used to imagine current or future situations that are impossible or unlikely in reality. If we had a garden, we'd have a cat. If I made a lot of money, I'd buy a big house in the country. I wouldn't worry if I were you. The structure is simple: if + past simple &gt;&gt; + would + infinitive. When it is followed by the verb be, it is correct to say if I am, if it was, if it is and
if so. However, these structures are often heard with, especially in its form. I wouldn't have mentioned it if I were you. If he were prime minister, he would invest more money in schools. He'd travel more if he was younger. Do this exercise to re-test your grammar. Grammar Test 2 Conditions 1: Grammar Test 2 English Grammar Exercise, for pre-intermediate
and intermediate level. In this exercise, you will practice the first conditional sentences. Exercise instructions Place the word in parentheses in the correct shape to complete these first conditional sentences: If you hurry, you will catch the bus. If you walk slowly, slowly, He's not going to catch the bus. If you don't hurry, you'il miss the bus. What are you going
to do if the train's full tomorrow? will = will not = will not not not do what you will, if you go If you go to England, you will improve your English. We use the present simply in the clause if. if I see him, I'il tell him if I see him. We use the present simply in the clause if. If I find him his number, I'il call him. In the basic clause, we use the will to express certainty in the
future. english grammar education exercises for secondary learners. In this exercise, you will exercise a third conditional sentence. Exercise instructions Place the words in parentheses in the correct form to make a third conditional sentence. If I'd known you were coming, I'd have been waiting for you. If she wasn't sick, she'd go to the movies. Would you
have told me if you knew about this? If I'd asked him if I'd asked him, he'd have helped me. In the clause if we use the past perfectly (there was + past communion). We don't use or would have in the if clause. she'd tell you if she'd talked to my mother, she'd tell you where I am. The structure of the basic clause is to have + previous parts. › Grabbed ›
Grammar › Conditional sentences conditional sentences are also known as conditional clauses or if clauses. They are used to express that the action in the basic clause (without if) can only take place if a certain condition (in the if) clause is fulfilled. There are three types of conditional sentences. Conditional sentence type 1 → It is also very likely that the
condition will be met. Form: If + Simple Present, I will future Example: If I find her address, I will send her an invitation. more about conditional sentences Type I ► Conditional sentence Type 2 → It is possible, but very unlikely, that the condition will be met. Form: If + Simple Past, Conditional I (= + Infinitive) Example: If I found my address, I would send her
an invitation. more for conditional sentences type II ► Conditional sentence Type 3 → It is not possible to fulfill the condition because it refers to the past. Form: If + Pass Perfect, Conditional II (= will + have + past sacrament) Example: If I had found my address, I would have sent her an invitation. more for conditional sentences type III ► Exceptions
Sometimes Conditional sentences type I, II and III can also be used with other theients. more about conditional sentences used with other dozens ► Conditional sentence exercises Conditional sentence Type 1 Conditional sentence Type 2 Conditional sentence Type 3 Mixed exercises for conditional sentences Exceptions Conditional sentence tests Writing
Controversial articles Letters and emails More links Fill any space with the correct form of verbs to make first or second conditional. Use only contractions for negative forms - for example no/no there will be intermediate grammar average dictionary Android/iOS Application Our Newsletter Zero Conditional First Conditional Second Conditional Third
Conditional Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. Courses.
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